Attending to objects in the world affects how we perceive and remember them. What are the consequences of attending to an object in mind? In particular, how does reporting the features of a recently seen object guide visual learning? In three experiments, observers were presented with abstract shapes in a particular color, orientation, and location. After viewing each object, observers were cued to report one feature from visual short-term memory (VSTM). In a subsequent test, observers were cued to report features of the same objects from visual long-term memory (VLTM). We tested whether reporting a feature from VSTM: (1) enhances VLTM for just that feature (practice-benefit hypothesis), (2) enhances VLTM for all features (object-based hypothesis), or (3) simultaneously enhances VLTM for that feature and suppresses VLTM for unreported features (feature-competition hypothesis). The results provided support for the feature-competition hypothesis, whereby the representation of an object in VLTM was biased towards features reported from VSTM and away from unreported features (Experiment 1). This bias could not be explained by the amount of sensory exposure or response learning (Experiment 2) and was amplified by the reporting of multiple features (Experiment 3). Taken together, these results suggest that selective internal attention induces competitive dynamics among features during visual learning, flexibly tuning object representations to align with prior mnemonic goals.
Introduction
Physical actions bring about lasting changes to objects we encounter. These interventions may be more consequential in some cases (e.g., transforming a forest into pulp) than others (e.g., thumbing through a new book), but totally inconsequential actions are rare. Just as physical objects bear traces of such encounters, mental objects may reflect their history of manipulation by the mind. This notion of 'cognitive actions' refers broadly to processes that manipulate mental representations in various ways. Understanding the consequences of such actions is especially important because they are the essence of human cognition (Andrews-Hanna, Reidler, Huang, & Buckner, 2010; Klinger & Cox, 1987; Mason et al., 2007; Singer, 1966) . As a case study of cognitive actions, here we investigate the consequences of reflective, or internal attention (Chun, Golomb, & Turk-Browne, 2011; Chun & Johnson, 2011) .
External and internal attention
Attention typically refers to the prioritization of sensory information that is either inherently salient (Theeuwes, 1992; Treisman & Gelade, 1980) or relevant to current goals (Most, Scholl, Clifford, & Simons, 2005) . Deploying attention to certain information and not other information does not merely determine what gets processed downstream (Al-Aidroos, Said, & Turk-Browne, 2012), but can also alter the perceptual experience of this information (Carrasco, Ling, & Read, 2004) . There are both benefits
